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Dulces exuviae

Josquin

24

\- us - que si - ne - bant,

- de - us - que si - ne - bant, ac - ci - pi -

us - que si - ne - bant, ac - ci - pi -

30

accipi - te hanc ani - mam

ac - ci - pi - te hanc ani - mam me -

ac - ci - pi - te hanc ani - mam me - que his ex -

37

me - que his ex - sol - vi - te cu -

que his ex - sol - vi -

ex - sol - vi - te cu -

sol - vi - te cu - ris

43

ter cu - ris. Vi - xi et _ quem_

te cu - ris. Vi - xi et _ quem_

_ Vi - xi et _ quem_
et quem de derat cur

quem de derat cur sum

quem de derat cur sum, cur

dee rat cur

sum fortuna pere

sum fortuna pere

sum fortuna pere

sum fortuna pere

gi, et nunc magna me i

gi, et nunc magna me i

gi, et nunc magna me i

gi, et nunc magna me i

sub terras i bit i mago,

sub terras, sub terras i bit i mago,

sub terras, sub terras i bit i mago,
Josquin des Prez is generally regarded as the greatest composer of his generation, and the first master of High Renaissance polyphony. His carefully constructed compositional style, with its extensive use of motivic elements to establish a highly contrapuntal texture, transcended both his sacred and secular output, as this ‘secular motet’ exemplifies.

Virgil's epic poem of the Trojan warrior Aeneas, spanning 10,000 lines in twelve books, was one of the best-known literary works in early modern Europe, and clearly inspired a number of early 16th-century composers who set texts from Book IV. Josquin's is among five settings of this particular text, Didò's famous lament, to be found in the British Library MS Royal 8 G. viii manuscript, believed to have been copied by the prolific Netherlands court scribe, Petrus Alamire.

**Editorial Notes:**

Of the two known sources of this work acknowledged at the head of this edition, only MS Royal 8 G. viii dates from Josquin's lifetime. Berg & Neuber included this work, along with Jean Mouton's setting (which also appears in MS Royal 8 G. vii, and whose Discantus part replicates Josquin's), as the only secular works in their 1559 collection. Only one non-concordance of the sources is found: Contratenor m.27.1–3 appears as $\begin{array}{c} \text{\textbf{\textbullet\textbullet\textbullet}} \\
\text{\textbullet\textbullet\textbullet} \end{array}$ in Berg & Neuber. This edition is set a minor third higher than the original. Editorial accidents are indicated above the note. Original note values are retained: thus, consistent with 16th-century convention, the $\in$ mensuration sign and its modern-equivalent $\in$ time signature signify a semibreve tactus. Bar lines are added only to aid reading and direction: 'strong' and 'weak' beats implied by their position should never take precedence over phrasing or word stress. Ligatures in the source are acknowledged with overarching square brackets.

Given the ambiguity of word underlay in 16th-century manuscripts, editorial adjustments have been made freely. Transcriptions of Virgil's poem appear to vary with respect to the word 'sinebat', some preferring the singular 'sinebat' rather than the plural form, which would imply a fundamentally different meaning to that line of the poem. Some modern editions of Josquin's setting use the latter, though the former consistently appears in both the original source and Berg & Neuber's collection.